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Theoretical studies as a tool for
understanding the aromatic character
of porphyrinoid compounds




The scientific interest in porphyrinoid based materials is steady growing,
since porphyrinoids are not only of biological relevance, but they also
show interesting spectroscopic properties that link them to many
possible applications such as near infrared dyes, photovoltaic dyes,
field-effect transistors, nonlinear optical materials and nanoelectronic
devices.1–8 Biomedical applications of porphyrinoids are of particular
importance specially for photomedical applications in cancer treatment,
such as photodynamic therapy, multimodal imaging, drug delivery and
biosensing.9–12 Porphyrinoids show also an ability to form complexes
with metals with unusual oxidation states and are therefore relevant for
catalysis.13–18
The classic porphyrin molecule can formally be regarded as four
pyrrole rings connected to each other by methin bridges.19 Depending on
the localization of the two inner pyrrolic hydrogen atoms the molecule is
labeled cis- or trans-porphyrin. However, at room temperature the inner
hydrogens generally move around inside the porphyrin ring.20,21 The
more general term porphyrinoids is used for a class of molecules that
share the classical porphyrin structure for the macroring but differ for
example by bearing various substituents or heteroatoms. Classic por-
phyrins, chlorins and bacteriochlorins are aromatic molecules satisfying
Hückel’s (4nþ 2) p-electron count rule for aromaticity.22,23 There is no
doubt that aromaticity is an important concept in chemistry albeit it is
still not fully understood and thus continuously under debate.24–27
Theoretical calculations have shown that the aromatic pathways of
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classic porphyrins and porphyrinoids can differ, even though they have
an almost the same degree of aromaticity.28,29
Structural modifications of porphyrinoids can be readily achieved
experimentally by using organometallic approaches.30 See for example
different routes for synthesis of expanded porphyrins,31–33 contracted
porphyrins34,35 and corroles36 with aromatic as well as antiaromatic
character. In particular, synthesis of Ni(II)–norcorrole has recently
received attention, since it is air and water stable and is therefore a
suitable cathode-active material in battery applications.37 Antiaromatic
Ni(II)–norcorrole shows an order of magnitude higher electrical con-
ductance as compared to a similar aromatic Ni(II)–porphyrin complex,
making the molecule highly attractive as component material for future
molecular electronic devices.38
Experimental and computational studies show that aromatic pathways
of non-classical porphyrins such as carbaporphyrins, where one pyrrolic
nitrogen has been replaced by carbon and carbathiaporphyrins, where
one pyrrolic nitrogen has been replaced by carbon and another one by
sulfur, differ from that of classic porphyrins.13,18,39–43 The existence of
antiaromatic isophlorins was predicted by Woodward already in 196044
and synthesized in 2008 by Reddy and Anand.45 Isophlorins are examples
of air-stable antiaromatic porphyrinoids, which have been obtained by
replacing an inner pyrrolic nitrogen atom by another heteroatom such as
sulfur or oxygen.45–48
Considering the link between porphyrinoids and various applications
of them, it is useful to have a deep understanding of their electronic
structure and magnetic properties, in particular when aiming at a
tailored design of porphyrin based materials with desired properties.49–51
By controlling the number of p electrons that participate in the electron
delocalization pathway, one can also adjust the electronic and spectro-
scopic properties of the porphyrinoids.51,52 Through the control of the
number of p electrons, the (anti)aromatic character and aromatic path-
way can be tuned. However, the electron mobility pathways are not easily
experimentally accessible, whereas calculated current densities provide
accurate information about the current flow in the molecules when they
are exposed to an external magnetic field.41,42,53–55
In the present review, we give a brief overview over different compu-
tational methods that are currently employed for assessing the degree of
aromaticity of porphyrinoids with the main focus on current density
calculations and studies performed by us and our coworkers. We decided
to avoid the discussion of nucleus independent chemical shift (NICS)
studies, because NICS studies have been recently reviewed.56 However,
some advantages and disadvantages of the NICS approaches are briefly
discussed. Links between computational studies and experimental works
are highlighted. The present review is structured as follows. A number of
experimental methods motivating computational studies are briefly
sketched in Section 2. In Section 3, we give an overview of some of the
available theoretical methods that are used as aromaticity indicators.
Recent applications on porphyrinoids and porphyrin based molecules are
discussed in Section 4. An outlook is given in Section 5.






























































Experimentally, aromaticity is related to energetic stabilizations, equal-
izations of bond lengths, preferred substitution reactions, and magnetic
properties that differ from those of nonaromatic molecules.57–69 Typical
spectroscopic techniques that have been used for characterizing
porphyrinoids are nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),70 ultraviolet (UV)
absorption,19,71,72 magnetic circular dichroism (MCD),73,74 electronic
circular dichroism (ECD),75,76 photoelectron (PE),77 two-photon absorp-
tion (TPA)52,78,79 spectroscopies as well as cyclovoltametric (CV)80,81
measurements to mention only the most commonly applied ones.
In the context of aromaticity studies, it is widely accepted that
experimental proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) chemical
shifts predict concordant degrees of aromaticity.53,82–86 The 1H NMR
spectra show specific features such as a deshielding and downfield shift
for the resonances of the protons that are attached to the exterior part of
an aromatic ring.87,88 The influence of the aromaticity on the 1H NMR
chemical shifts can be explained with the so called ring-current
effect.87–89 Ring shaped molecules such as porphyrins sustain mag-
netically induced currents when being exposed to an external magnetic
field as it is the case for an NMR experiment. These ring currents gen-
erate an induced magnetic field that is oriented opposed to the external
field in the case of an aromatic molecule. Typically, electrons that circle
the classical (diatropic) direction are dominant in aromatic molecules,
whereas the situation in antiaromatic molecules is reversed and ring
currents that circle in the nonclassical (paratropic) direction dominate.90
Albeit ring currents have not yet been measured directly they can indi-
rectly be determined through measurements of 1H NMR chemical shifts
as pointed out above and by measuring magnetizabilities, see Section 3
for more details. Thus, computational aromaticity studies often adopt the
magnetic criterion, since these properties are easier accessible and more
robust as compared to estimates of aromatic stabilization energies (ASE)
using a series of calculations of homodesmic reaction energies.91–93
Knowledge of the pattern of magnetically induced currents leads to a
deeper understanding of aromatic properties, which complements
interpretations of experimental 1H NMR spectra.94–97 It is also possible
to detect magnetic dipole electronic transitions between electronic states
experimentally. Magnetically induced currents can in principle be
detected in neutron scattering experiments.98,99
The UV/Vis absorption spectrum of porphyrins shows also character-
istic features depending on their aromatic character. For example, the
absorption spectrum of free-base porphyrin consists of weak Qx and Qy
bands that appear in the red part of the visible region.71 It has been
shown theoretically that further peaks appearing in the Q-band region of
the absorption spectrum of porphyrin are due to vibronic progression of
S0-S1 and S0-S2 electronic transitions,
100 while the strong Soret Bx and
By bands are typically broad peaks without any fine structure in the violet
region.19,71,101 The S0-S1–S4 transitions of the classic porphyrins can
be explained by employing Gouterman’s four-orbitals model.71 The





























































characteristic absorption features of free-base porphyrin can also be
applied to other porphyrinoids. In this context one often refers to Soret-
like and Q-like bands. While aromatic porphyrinoids have strong Soret-
like bands and small Q-like bands, antiaromatic porphyrinoids can be
identified by the ill-defined Soret-like bands and the absence of Q-like
bands.102,103
In the past, magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) spectroscopy has
proven to be very useful for assessing the Q bands of various porphy-
rinoids.74,104,105 While the Soret bands are electric dipole allowed
transitions, the Q bands are formally electric dipole forbidden and
appear only weakly, even though the intensity of the Q bands are sig-
nificantly enhanced by vibronic coupling effects of Herzberg–Teller
type.101 However, the transitions responsible for the Q bands are of
HOMO to LUMO type, which implies a change in the orbital angular
momentum that makes them detectable via MCD spectroscopy. Both
Soret and Q bands are magnetic dipole allowed transitions and can be
related to the Faraday B term in MCD theory.74 MCD spectra depend on
the aromatic or antiaromatic character of the porphyrinoid. For
example, the negative-to-positive MCD signals around the Q and Soret
bands are typical for aromatic porphyrinoids of lower molecular sym-
metry, while antiaromatic porphyrinoids show only very weak formally
forbidden bands in the low energy region together with a clear Faraday
B term.103 Depending on whether the investigated porphyrinoid is
aromatic or antiaromatic, the (4nþ 2)- or the (4n)-electron perimeter
model developed by Michl et al. is a useful theoretical tool for esti-
mating the shape of the MCD spectra at the four most prominent low-
energy bands.106–110 The relation between spectroscopic and structural
properties of phthalocyanines based on frontier molecular orbital
arguments has recently been reviewed111 and will not be discussed
further in the present review.
Two-photon absorption measurements (TPA) have also been used for
assigning molecular aromaticity, because it is empirically known that
larger TPA cross sections are observed for aromatic molecules as com-
pared to their antiaromatic congener species.52,112 Antiaromatic species
are spectroscopically often characterized by broad absorption bands, very
weak or no fluorescence activity, small TPA cross sections, ultrashort
excited-state lifetimes, the presence of a low-lying optically dark state,
and strong paratropic ring currents.52,112,113
3 Theoretical characterizations
There are numerous aromaticity indices and criteria available and dis-
cussing all of them is beyond the scope of the present review. Instead we
give in Table 1 a brief overview of the most commonly applied criteria
for assessing the aromatic character of general molecules and porphy-
rinoids. The aromaticity criteria is related to the p electron count of a
molecule and it can be separated into energetic, geometric, magnetic,
spectroscopic and optical criteria.






























































A popular structural criterion for aromaticity is the bond-length alternation











The constants aCC, aCN, RCC,opt, and RCN,opt can be found in ref. 114. The
number of bonds forming the respective ring is labeled as n. As a rule, for
aromatic rings with little bond-length alternation, the HOMA index is
about 1, while very small and negative HOMA values indicate that the ring
consists of localized single and double bonds implying that they are non-
or antiaromatic.114,115 Typically, the HOMA value is calculated along an
anticipated delocalization pathway. However, the HOMA value is an indi-
cative quantity and not a quantitative one, see for example ref. 116.
Table 1 Criteria for assessing the aromatic character. The table was inspired from ref. 117.
Aromatic Antiaromatic
p electron count (4nþ 2) Hückel (4n) Hückel
(Single twist) (4n) Möbius (4nþ 2) Möbius
(Double twist) (4nþ 2) (4n)
Energy Stabilization Destabilization
HOMO–LUMO gap Large Small
Bond lengths Equalization Alternation
HOMA E1 Very small, negative




Susceptibility exaltation High Low
1H NMR shifts Diatropic Paratropic
(low field shift) (high field shift)
NICS Large negative Large positive
ACID Closed surface Closed surface
Current strength susceptibility Large positive Large negative
Current density Closed diatropic Closed paratropic
Streamline loop Streamline loop
Bond magnetizability Negative Positive
UV spectra High energy Low energy
Soret-like bands Strong Ill defined
Electric dipole Allowed Allowed
Magnetic dipole Allowed Allowed
Q-like bands Weak Not present
Electric dipole Forbidden Forbidden
Magnetic dipole Allowed Allowed
MCD spectra
Q band region Negative to positive signal No or weak signal
Soret band region Negative to positive signal Clear B term signal
PE detachment
Energies High Low
TPA cross section Large Small






























































The anisotropy of the magnetically induced current-density tensor (ACID)
method was initially developed for constructing a scalar function that can
be used for computationally assessing the degree of electron delocal-
ization in a molecule.118,119 The ACID function is constructed using the
anisotropic part of the current susceptibility tensor, which is also the
key quantity in current density studies. The ACID function is a scalar
function similar to the electron density having the advantage that it is
independent of the direction of the external field and it is easy to visu-
alize. However, the simplifications used for obtaining the ACID function
come at the cost of loosing information by contracting the current
density, which is a vector quantity. Another drawback is that ACID
functions calculated using the commonly used implementation suffer
from a very slow basis set convergence,118 because ordinary basis func-
tions are employed. The slow basis-set convergence affects the accuracy
and reliability of the approach. Recently, Fliegl et al. implemented a
method to calculate ACID functions using London orbitals in the GIMIC
code.120 The use of gauge-including atomic orbitals (GIAO) a.k.a London
atomic orbitals (LAO) leads to a fast basis set convergence of the current
density and consequently also of the ACID function. The GIAO-ACID
method was tested on free-base trans-porphyrin. The isosurfaces of the
ACID function for trans-porphyrin with two different isovalues are shown
in Fig. 1 illustrating that visual inspection of the ACID function may lead
to different interpretations regarding the electron mobility pathways
depending on which isosurface is chosen.
3.3 NICS
ACID functions are often calculated in combination with nucleus
independent chemical shift (NICS) values.121,122 Current pathways in por-
phyrins have been investigated using this combination.27 NICS values are
obtained by placing a dummy atom (probe) in the center of a molecular
Fig. 1 The calculated ACID isosurface for trans-porphyrin plotted with isovalues of
(a) 0.001 and (b) 0.005.





























































ring or above or below it. The negative isotropic shielding constant i.e. the
magnetic response calculated in the probe is the NICS value. Several NICS
approaches such as using the isotropic shielding constant or taking only
the zz component of the shielding tensor into account are used. More so-
fisticated approaches such as calculating a set of NICS values along the
symmetry axis of molecules or scanning the magnetic response in two or
three dimensions are also employed.56,123–129 It is a common mis-
conception that NICS and current density calculations are identical
approaches by referring to the Biot–Savart relation. A series of different
studies has shown that current strength susceptibilities obtained from
magnetic shielding data depend on the assumed current-pathway model.
This explains why shielding based approaches lead to significant uncer-
tainties in ring-current strength susceptibilities, current pathways, and
consequently in the degree of aromaticity, specially when complicated
molecules are investigated. This has been pointed out by several research
groups.90,122,123,125,130–136 Explicit current density calculations are more
reliable as compared to NICS calculations. Calculated current densities
provide deeper insights in particular when studying complicated ring
systems.
3.4 Current density
When a molecule is exposed to an external magnetic field the electrons
are forced to move, which is giving rise to the so called magnetically
induced current density that induces a magnetic response. In case of
aromatic molecules, the induced magnetic field is oriented in the
opposite direction to the applied external field weakening the effect of
the external magnetic field as in the classical case. For antiaromatic
molecules, the induced magnetic field is aligned in the same direction as
the applied one leading locally to a strengthening of the magnetic field.
In the framework of perturbation theory the magnetically induced
current density can be expressed as a sum of diamagnetic jdm and para-
magnetic jpm contributions
51,90,137
















where e and me are the charge and mass of the electron, A is the vector
potential needed to describe the external magnetic field and h is the
Dirac constant. The unperturbed ground-state wave function is labeled
c0 and c
ð0Þ
n are unperturbed wave functions of the excited states. The
expansion coefficients cn of the first-order perturbed wave function in the





Here, DEn0 denotes the energy difference between the nth electronic
excited state and the ground state and L̂ refers to the angular momentum





























































operator. The diamagnetic contribution to the current density is fully
described by the ground-state wave function, while for calculating the
paramagnetic part one needs to compute the matrix elements hnjL̂j0i,
which formally involves excited state wave functions. Note, that only
the total current density is physically meaningful. The expressions for the
diamagnetic and paramagnetic contributions in eqn (2) depend on the
chosen gauge origin.
3.5 GIMIC
The current density susceptibility tensor (J
Bb
g ) is related via the Biot–
Savart law to the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) shielding tensor.90








where eabg is the Levi–Civita tensor, r and RI stand for electronic and
nuclear coordinates. By combining the Biot–Savart relation and the
analytic gradient expression for calculating NMR shielding tensors, one
can derive an analytic expression for the current density susceptibility
tensor as implemented in GIMIC program.138,139 For closed-shell mol-



































where Dmn denotes the elements of the atomic orbital density matrix, Bt
the external magnetic field in the Cartesian direction t¼ x,y,z, wm(r) are
Gaussian type basis functions and mIu are the vector components of the
magnetic moment of nucleus I. The use of gauge including atomic
orbitals (GIAO) a.k.a. London atomic orbitals (LAO) leads to gauge origin
independence of the calculated current densities and a fast basis-set
convergence.138 The calculated current density does not have any refer-
ence to the nuclear positions, even though the magnetic interaction
with magnetic moments appears in eqn (5). The expression for the one-
electron magnetic interaction Hamiltonian ~h is given in more detail in
ref. 51 and 138. The GIMIC method has also been generalized to open-shell
molecules.139
Contraction of the current density susceptibility tensor with the
external magnetic field leads to a gauge-origin independent expression
for the magnetically induced current density corresponding to the one in





























































eqn (2). The current density for a given direction of the external magnetic
field is a vector quantity. The calculated current density is usually visu-
alized in a plane placed one bohr above the molecular plane. It can be
represented as a vector plot or with streamlines140 that follow the trace of
an infinitesimal small particle flow along the direction of the vector
field51 as shown for trans-porphyrin in Fig. 2. Very fine streamlines can be
visualized using the line integral convolution technique (LIC) as imple-
mented in ParaView.141 Visual inspections of current density maps are
indeed helpful. However, as we show in Section 4 current density plots
are not enough and should always be supported by an integration
analysis, because solely plotting the current flow in selected planes may
lead to wrong conclusions about the dominating current density
flow.28,51
GIMIC is an independent program that is freely available.142 It needs
basis-set data as well as the magnetically perturbed density matrices
and the ordinary density matrix in atomic orbital basis as input infor-
mation. This information is provided by an electronic structure code
when performing for example nuclear magnetic shielding calculations.
GIMIC has been interfaced to a number electronic structure codes. Cal-
culations of the current density using gimic are independent of the level
of theory, because electron correlation effects are included in the
density matrices when a correlated level is employed in the nuclear
magnetic shielding calculation. A key feature of GIMIC is its ability to
perform integrations of the current flow across selected chemical bonds
leading to quantitative information about the current flow. The
resulting quantity is referred to as the integrated current strength sus-
ceptibility. It was recently shown that there is a linear relation between
ring current strength susceptibilities and hydrogenation enthalpies for
assessing the degree of aromaticity.143
Fig. 2 The calculated current density susceptibility for trans-porphyrin in a plane placed
1 bohr above the molecular plane. The current density is represented using (a) a
streamline plot with stronger current streams shown in red and (b) a line integral
convolution (LIC) streamline plot including arrows. Diatropic currents are assumed to
circle clockwise.






























































When discussing magnetizabilities one often refers to the experimentally
measurable bulk quantity as magnetic susceptibility and to the molecular
property as magnetizability.144 The magnetizability wm of a molecule is
defined as the second derivative of its ground-state energy E with respect





where m0 is the vacuum permeability. As the magnetically induced
current density the magnetizability can be expressed as a sum of its


















where NA is Avogadro’s constant. The division of the magnetizability into
diamagnetic and paramagnetic contributions depends on the chosen
gauge origin. The largest contributions to the paramagnetic term wpm are
expected from the lowest excited electronic states, because of the small
energy denominator. The magnetizability and the current density sus-







The magnetizability can be obtained by performing a three-
dimensional integration of the current density susceptibility multiplied
with the vector potential (Ab¼ x,y,z) of the external magnetic field.90
By using the theory of atoms in molecules, Bader and Keith showed
that the magnetizability can be estimated by adding atomic or group
contributions.145 The same procedure was earlier proposed by Pascal and
Pacault.146–148 Based on this idea, the intra-atomic or bond magnetiz-
ability concept was introduced.145
3.7 The gauge problem
The magnetizability cannot be uniquely divided into paramagnetic and
diamagnetic contributions even when one uses GIAOs,149 because this
property depends on the direction of the magnetic field, the gauge origin
of the magnetic field, and the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system.
After evaluating the atomic integrals, the gauge origin vanishes, but the
dependence on the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system remains.
Thus, the individual contributions to the total magnetizability depend on
the Cartesian origin even though the total magnetizability is unaffected
by shifting the origin.149 The magnetizability is usually divided into a
diamagnetic part that depends only on the ground-state wave function
and a paramagnetic contribution that comprises the response terms due
to the applied external magnetic field.90





























































The diatropic and paratropic current density flows can be defined with
respect to a chosen coordinate origin. For example, by choosing the
origin at the center of a molecular ring one can determine whether the
ring current of the studied ring is diatropic or paratropic i.e., if the cur-
rent density circulates around the ring in the classical or non-classical
direction, respectively. However, a diatropic current density flow of
the studied ring will be paratropic with respect to the center of an
adjacent ring.
3.8 Magnetic transitions in electronic spectra
A magnetic-dipole electronic transition between an initial electronic state
j0i and a final state jni can be expressed as matrix elements over the
magnetic dipole operator M̂
Mn0¼hnjM̂j0i with M̂ ¼ mBðL̂þ geŜÞ (9)
where mB is the Bohr magneton, ge is the electronic g-factor, L̂ is
the angular momentum operator and Ŝ is the electronic spin operator.
If one considers only closed-shell molecules, the matrix elements over
Ŝ vanish and the remaining matrix elements that contain the angular
momentum operator Ln0¼hnjL̂j0i contribute to the magnetic-dipole
transition S0-Sn.
As seen in the previous sections the key quantities for investigating
magnetic and optical properties are matrix elements over the angular
momentum operator. This operator connects in a sense magnetically
induced current densities, magnetic dipole transitions and magnetiz-
abilities, because calculations of these quantities involve the same matrix
elements over the angular momentum operator (L̂). It is very likely that
there is also a relation between the rotational strengths of magnetical
circular dichroism (MCD)73 spectra and magnetically induced current
densities since both quantities share expressions over the angular
momentum operator. MCD spectroscopy on porphyrinoids has been
discussed in detail by Mack et al. in ref. 74.
4 Applications
Aromaticity and aromatic pathways of classic porphyrins have been
computationally studied by several research groups.28,115,126,150–160
Noteworthy are for example current density maps studies using the
ipsocentric CTOCD-DZ method to determine current pathways in
porphyrins.152,159,161–163 The ipsocentric CTOCD-DZ method relies on
ordinary perturbation-independent basis sets. The CTOCD-DZ method is
constructed to yield gauge-independent current densities, whereas large
basis sets have to be used when calculating current strengths, because
ordinary basis sets rather than perturbation-dependent GIAOs are
employed.164 The current densities obtained in CTOCD-DZ calculations
can be decomposed into orbital contributions,165 which has not been
done in the GIMIC approach. Presently, the most reliable approach for
assigning the aromatic character of molecules according to the magnetic





























































criterion is by investigating magnetically induced current
densities.28,51,54,166,167
In the following, we highlight current density applications starting
with classical porphyrin systems such as trans-porphyrin. Then we look at
the influence of different substitution patterns such as replacing an inner
pyrrolic nitrogen with other atoms followed by N-confusion and insertion
of different rings such as thiophene. Finally, we turn our attention to
metal containing porphyrins, porphyrin arrays, contracted porphyrins,
and expanded singly and doubly twisted porphyrins.
4.1 Classical porphyrins
Free-base porphyrin, chlorin and bacteriochlorin belong to the group of
classical porphyrins. The chlorins share the core porphyrin structure
but due to the saturated Cb–Cb bonds of the pyrrolic ring, the current
pathways and current strength susceptibilities differ.28 In Fig. 2, the
molecular structure of trans-porphyrin is shown together with the cal-
culated current density illustrated using two different streamline visual-
ization techniques. Independent on the choice of visualization, one
clearly sees that the ring current is divided at each subring suggesting
that the single pyrrolic rings do not sustain any significant local ring
current. However, visualization only, independent of its level of sophis-
tication, is not enough to obtain a clear picture of the underlying current
pathways, since one might easily reach the incorrect conclusion that the
18p electron delocalization pathway is the favored one. Fliegl and
Sundholm showed that an additional integration analysis of the current
density is mandatory for providing reliable current pathways.28 This
integration analysis introduced a new viewpoint regarding the ongoing
dispute whether the 18p [18]annulene picture,17,151,168–170 which assumes
that the inner NH groups act as inert bridges, or the newer 18p
[16]annulene inner cross route115,156,171 provides the correct description
of the aromatic pathway of porphyrins.
The current strength susceptibilities obtained in the numerical inte-
gration are given in Table 2. For comparison, the table also includes
integrated values for the ACID cross section area for trans-porphyrin
showing that in this case both methods lead to roughly the same con-
clusion.120 Only a visual inspection of the ACID surface would support
the 18p [18]annulene picture for the current pathway. The integrated
Table 2 Integrated current strength susceptibility J (in nA/T) and the ACID cross-section
area jDJ2j
1
2 (in nA/T) for free-base trans-porphyrin. Pyrrolic rings with inner hydrogens are
denoted by the superscript H. The numerical integrations were performed at the center of
the chemical bonds. The current density as well as the ACID cross-section area were
calculated at the B3LYP/TZVP level. Grid-point spacings of 0.02 were used in the










AH 18.5 4.0 8.7 3.4 27.2 7.4
B 12.3 2.9 15.2 4.4 27.5 7.3





























































current strength susceptibilities confirm that the current indeed divides
into two pathways at each pyrrolic ring. At ring B, that has no inner
hydrogen, the ring current flows almost equally along the inner and the
outer pathways, whereas at ring A the current flow along the outer route
via the C¼C bond is 10 nA/T stronger than the current passing the inner
NH moiety. The net current strength of 8.7 nA/T passing the NH moiety is
not negligible. Thus, one can conclude that the 18p [18]annulene elec-
tron pathway is not the correct picture for trans-porphyrin. The 18p
[16]annulene interpretation can also be ruled out, because strong cur-
rents of 18.5 nA/T and 12.3 nA/T pass the outer C¼C bond indicating that
all 26 p electrons of free-base porphyrin participate in the electron
delocalization pathway. There is no evidence that the pyrrolic rings sus-
tain any strong local currents.51
Using the integration procedure described above leads to information
about the preferred current pathways within a molecule when it is
exposed to an external magnetic field. It has been shown that systematic
hydrogenation of the pyrrolic rings can be used to force an 18p [18]an-
nulene or 18p [16]annulene current pathway upon a porphyrin based
molecule.28 Fig. 3 gives a schematic overview of the different pathways
obtained upon saturating the Cb¼Cb double bond of the pyrrolic rings.
4.2 Aromaticity of porphyrins
The aromatic character of porphyrins can be understood by considering
that they are planar molecules with approximately circular symmetry.
Thus, in the aufbau of the many-body wave function one can assume that
the p orbitals consist of a radial function multiplied with the angular
function exp(imj), where m is the azimuthal quantum number for
rotation j around the symmetry axis at the ring center. In this picture,
the two energetically lowest p electrons occupy the total symmetric
orbital corresponding to m¼ 0. The energetically higher-lying p orbitals
with m and mZ1 are pair-wise degenerate hosting four electrons.
Porphyrins with 4nþ 2 p electrons are then aromatic closed-shell mol-
ecules, whereas antiaromatic porphyrins have the energetically highest m
shell half-filled with the electrons coupled to a singlet. When they couple
to a triplet, the two orbitals of the m shell must be occupied by one
electron each, leading to closed shells for the spin-up electrons and for
Fig. 3 Schematic overview over the strongest current pathways that are indicated in pink
for (a) trans-porphyrin, (b) bacteriochlorin and (c) fully b-saturated porphin, see ref. 28.





























































the spin-down electrons, which explains why the triplet state of mol-
ecules with 4n p electrons is aromatic.172
4.3 Heteroporphyrins
The porphyrin core can be modified by replacing the nitrogen of the
pyrrolic rings with sulfur and oxygen, which can be considered to be
isoelectronic with the NH moiety. The same idea can also be applied to
carbon, because CH is isoelectronic with N and CH2 is isoelectronic with
NH. In porphyrins, the nitrogens of the pyrrolic rings are located inside
the macroring, whereas also porphyrins with nitrogens located at the
outer edge have been synthesized. The modifications of the porphyrin
core yield heteroporphyrins such as true carbaporphyrins with one of
the pyrrolic rings replaced by a five-membered all-carbon ring and
N-confused porphyrinoids with an inverted pyrrolic ring.13,40 The mag-
netically induced current densities have been calculated for a number of
heteroporphyrins showing that it is hard to determine the current
pathways using experimental data.41,42,160 Explicit current density cal-
culations are recommended when aiming at a detailed picture of the
aromatic pathways in heteroporphyrins.
Isophlorins are strongly antiaromatic porphyrinoids that have hetero-
atoms such as oxygen and sulfur instead of nitrogen.45,46,48 They are
difficult to synthesize, because they easily oxidize forming aromatic
porphyrinoids. Isophlorins that are considered to have a 20 p electron
pathway were predicted already in 1960 by Woodward.44 In 2008, air
stable tetraoxa isophlorin and dioxa-dithia isophlorin were syn-
thesized.173 A current density investigation of these molecules confirmed
that they are indeed strongly antiaromatic with ring current strengths of
50 nA/T to 60 nA/T. Fig. 4 shows the preferred current pathway for
pentafluorophenyl substituted dioxa-dithia isophlorin. The calculated
integrated current strength susceptibilities for selected bonds are also
given illustrating on how the currents flow around the isophlorins. The
paratropic ring current also divides into outer and inner pathways at the
furan and thiophene rings. The pentafluorophenyl substituents are ori-
ented perpendicular to the porphyrinoid macroring. They reduce the ring
current strength by only 4–6 nA/T by slightly reducing the electron charge
of the isophlorin ring.
The calculated and measured 1H NMR chemical shifts differ suggesting
that the isophlorins are less antiaromatic under experimental conditions
as compared to a single molecule in vacuum. The current density analysis
indicates that the strongest paratropic currents circle within the por-
phyrinoid macroring. Thus, one can assume that the 1H NMR chemical
shifts of the hydrogens at the b carbons depend linearly on the ring
current strength of the porphyrinoid macroring. Following this assump-
tion ring current strengths of 25 nA/T to 30 nA/T have been estimated
for the isophlorins under experimental conditions.53 More recent calcu-
lations on antiaromatic porphyrinoids showed that the B3LYP functional
yields too strong paratropic ring current susceptibilities of strongly an-
tiaromatic molecules.174 Calculations at the second-order Møller-Plesset





























































perturbation theory level and at the DFT level using the BP97-D func-
tional175 yielded weaker current strengths that agree well with those
estimated from the 1H NMR chemical shifts.174 Nevertheless, the studied
isophlorins are very antiaromatic molecules.
Another possible modification of the trans-porphyrin core structure is
to replace one pyrrolic nitrogen atom with an isoelectronic CH moiety
leading to a new class of molecules that is called carbaporphyrins.13
Carbaporphyrins were already predicted to exist in the 1940th by Aronoff,
Calvin and Pauling14,15 but it took more than 50 years until the first one
was synthesized.16,17 Berlicka et al., Szyszko et al. and Lash et al. have
more recently synthesized a variety of carba- and carbathiaporphyrins
including metal complexes.13,40,176–178 The term carbathiaporphyrin
labels a carbaporphyrin where another pyrrolic nitrogen has been
replaced by sulfur. Fig. 5a and b show the molecular structures of car-
baporphyrin and carbathiaporphyrin, respectively. Carbathiachlorin with
one C¼C double bond of the cyclopentadienyl ring being saturated is
shown in Fig. 5c. The calculated current pathways41 are indicated with
black arrows and the current strength susceptibilities are reported. The
calculations show that replacing N with a CH moiety leads to a change in
the current pathway such that the current strength of the inner route of
the all carbon ring of 20.5 nA/T is much stronger than the one for the
outer route of 6.3 nA/T. The current pathway changes significantly when
replacing the opposite NH moiety with S. Then, most of the current takes
the outer pathway at the pentadienyl ring and at the thiophene ring
almost all the current flow goes via the sulfur. Saturation of the Cb–Cb
bond of the all-carbon ring forces the current to inner route over CH,
which also leads to a change in the current flow at the thiophene ring
where most of the current passes along the outer pathway.41 The
underlying reason for the change in the current flow is not yet completely
Fig. 4 The calculated ring current strengths (in nA/T) for pentafluorophenyl substituted
dioxa-dithia isophlorin. The strongest current pathway is indicated with the pink line.53





























































understood. A possible explanation might be that the system wants to
keep a current flow that can be written as a linear combination of aro-
matic (4nþ 2) p electron pathways. The strength of the outer pathway in
the pyrrolic ring without an inner hydrogen is 11.3 nA/T, which is equal
to the sum of the current strengths passing the sulfur and NH moieties.
Thus, the current flow can be written as a linear combination of three 18
p-electron pathways, where two take the outer routes at the pyrrolic ring
without an inner hydrogen and inner routes at S or NH, respectively. The
third one takes the inner pathway at the pyrrolic ring without an inner
hydrogen and the outer pathway at the two other five-membered rings
with an unsaturated Cb–Cb bond. Insertion of inner CH2 groups cut the
flow of diatropic currents, whereas in strongly antiaromatic molecules a
significant fraction of the paratropic ring-current is still able to pass the
sp3 hybridized inner carbon atoms.42
A further alternative for modifying the porphyrin core structure is to
invert one or several pyrrolic rings leading to compounds called N-con-
fused porphyrins, which also belong to the class of carbaporphyrins.18,179
Carbaporphyrinoids consisting of at least one all-carbon ring are often
Fig. 5 The calculated ring current strength susceptibilities (in nA/T) for (a) carbapor-
phyrin, (b) carbathiaporphyrin and (c) carbathiachlorin.41 The current pathway are
indicated with black arrows.





























































distinguished from N-confused porphyrins by using the prefix true in
front of the name of the carbaporphyrin. Current density studies
on N-confused porphyrins showed that single N-confusion leads to a
decrease in the aromatic character from 27 nA/T, which is the net current
strength susceptibility of trans-porphyrin, to 16.4 nA/T, while inversion of
the second pyrrolic rings had a smaller effect leading to ring current
strengths of 13–14 nA/T.42
4.4 Porphyrinoids with fused rings
In this subsection, we discuss current density studies of porphyrinoids
with fused rings that exhibit very complicated current patterns. All
molecules highlighted here are exceptional in the sense that they contain
fused rings with a current flow of the opposite tropicity as compared to
the tropicity of the macroring.
2,3-thieno-bridged and 3,4-thieno-bridged porphyrin are porphyr-
inoids consisting of a thiophene ring fused to free-base porphyrin. The
annelated thiophene ring is fused to the porphyrin ring between the b
carbon of the pyrrolic ring and the meta carbon of the porphyrin ring
forming a five-membered carbon ring between the thiophene ring and
the porphyrin. The two molecules shown in Fig. 6 differ by the orien-
tation of the thiophene ring.
The two isomers have been synthesized by Mitsushige et al.180 who
reported different spectroscopic properties for the molecules with
different orientations of the thiophene ring. They concluded that the
2,3-thieno-bridged porphyrin formally consisting of a 20 p-electron
aromatic pathway is characterized by a stronger antiaromatic contri-
bution than the 3,4-thieno-bridged porphyrin, which formally consists
of a 24 p-electron aromatic pathway.180 The main conclusion drawn
from the spectroscopic data was that the aromaticity of thieno-bridged
porphyrins can be divided into global aromatic and antiaromatic con-
tributions, whose mutual extent can be controlled by the direction of
the annelated thiophene ring, which means that the compounds might
serve as an aromatic switch. However, Mitsushige et al. were not able
to trace back the underlying reason for the different antiaromatic con-
tributions of the molecules based on the available experimental and
theoretical data.180
We studied the current densities of the 2,3-thieno-bridged and
3,4-thieno-bridged porphyrins.181 The calculated current densities in
Fig. 6 indicate that both molecules are aromatic. An analysis of the
current density yielded a deeper understanding of the underlying reason
for the different aromatic character and the degree of aromaticity of the
two molecules.181 The five-membered ring between the thiophene and
porphyrin rings sustains a much stronger paratropic ring current in 2,3-
thieno-bridged porphyrin than in 3,4-thieno-bridged porphyrin, which
can be traced back to the orientation of the thiophene ring. The bond-
length alternation of the thiophene ring leads to a stronger bond length
alternation of the five-membered ring between the thiophene and the
porphyrin in 2,3-thieno-bridged porphyrin than in the 3,4-thieno-bridged





























































porphyrin. Thus, according to the harmonic oscillator model of aroma-
ticity (HOMA),114 one can expect a stronger antiaromaticity of the
five-membered ring of the 2,3-thieno-bridged porphyrin than for the 3,4-
thieno-bridged porphyrin. Our current strength susceptibility analysis
shows that the change in the orientation of the thiophene ring is not
enough to switch the aromatic character of the whole porphyrinoid
macroring. The net current strength of the 2,3-thieno-bridged porphyrin
is 16.2 nA/T as compared to 22.8 nA/T for the 3,4-thieno-bridged por-
phyrin.181 The strong paratropic ring current flowing around the five-
membered ring influences the neighboring pyrrolic ring, which also
sustains a paratropic ring current. A stronger paratropic ring current in
the five-membered ring leads to a stronger paratropic ring current in the
pyrrolic ring. The antiaromatic rings are zoomed in Fig. 6c. The diatropic
ring current of the porphyrinoid macroring is forced to take the inner
route at the antiaromatic pyrrolic ring. The orientation of the thiophene
ring determines the strength of the paratropic ring current in the five-
membered ring, which affects the strength of the paratropic ring current
Fig. 6 The calculated current density in a plane 1 bohr above the molecular plane is
shown using streamlines. The current densities for (a) 2,3-thieno-bridged porphyrin
and (b) 3,4-thieno-bridged porphyrin are depicted. Stronger currents are highlighted in
red. (c) The current density for 2,3-thieno-bridged porphyrin is visualized using arrows.
Blue arrows indicate stronger currents. The zoomed view of the three connected rings
shows that the five membered as well as the pyrrolic ring sustain a paratropic current albeit
the current flow around the macroring is diatropic. Diatropic currents are assumed to
circle clockwise, paratropic ones anti-clockwise.





























































of the pyrrolic rings and the strength of the diatropic ring current of the
porphyrinoid macroring.181
The current density has also been studied for antiaromatic porphyr-
inoids with formally 4n p electrons such as thienopyrrole core-modified
porphyrinoids,54 where one of the pyrrole rings is replaced by a thieno-
pyrrole moiety. The calculated current density of the tautomer 1-3 of the
thienopyrrole core-modified porphyrinoid is shown in Fig. 7,54 repre-
senting the recently synthesized thienopyrrole core-modified porphyr-
inoid structures.182 Tautomer 1-3 is strongly antiaromatic sustaining a
ring current of 50.0 nA/T. The pyrrolic ring annelated to the thiophene
ring has a very strong diatropic current flow as illustrated Fig. 7c. The
current density study showed that ethyl-formate substitution leads to a
weakening of the net current strength of the macroring. For tautomer 2-4,
which is the energetically lowest tautomer, the ethyl-formate substitution
leads to a change of the aromatic character of the porphyrinoid mac-
roring from antiaromatic (11.7 nA/T) to nonaromatic (0.4 nA/T),
whereas alkyl substitutions did not affect the ring current strength sig-
nificantly. The hydrogen of the pyrrolic ring annelated to the thiophene
ring forms a hydrogen bond with the lone electron pair of the oxygen of
Fig. 7 (a) The structure of the antiaromatic 1-3 tautomer of the thienopyrrole modified
porphyrin reported in ref. 54 (b) The calculated magnetically induced current density of
the 1-3 tautomer represented as LIC streamlines. The current density is calculated in a
plane 1 bohr above the molecular plane. Stronger currents are highlighted in pink and blue
is used for highlighting the global ring current. (c) A strong local diatropic ring current is
sustained by the pyrrolic ring as seen in the zoomed picture. In (c), the current density is
visualized using arrows. Blue arrows indicate stronger currents and grey arrows represent
weaker ones.





























































the carboxyl group, which stabilizes the molecule and destroys the anti-
aromatic character of the porphyrinoid ring.
We also investigated the aromatic character of a number of traditional
and modified carbaporphyrinoids such as oxybenziporphyrin,183–185
benzocarbaporphyrin,186,187 azuliporphyrin,186,188,189 tropipor-
phyrin190,191 and carbachlorins192 using calculations of magnetically
induced current densities at the DFT level.43 Fig. 8 shows tropiopor-
phyrin as an illustrative example for a fused cycloheptatrienyl ring to a
porphyrinoid macrocycle. The net current strength of tropiporphyrin is
22.1 nA/T, which is 82% of the ring-current strength of carbaporphyrin,
thus the molecule is aromatic according to the ring current criterion. The
ring current flowing around the macrocycle preferably takes the outer
routes at the pyrrolic rings. The fused cycloheptatrienyl ring is with a
current strength of 15.9 nA/T antiaromatic sustaining a strong local
paratropic ring current. The opposite current flow at the cyclohepta-
trienyl ring is visualized in Fig. 8a and b using an arrow representation
for the current density calculated in a plane placed 1 bohr above the
molecular plane. Fig. 8c shows the calculated current strength suscepti-
bility for selected bonds. In the case of tropioporphyrin, a strongly an-
tiaromatic ring is annelated to an aromatic one,43 which is similar to the
thienopyrrole modified 20 p-electron porphyrinoids and the thieno-
bridged porphyrin molecules discussed above.54,181
Fig. 8 The calculated current density of tropioporphyrin using a vector representation (a)
visualized in a plane placed 1 bohr above the molecular plane. Stronger currents are
highlighted as blue arrows. (b) The zoomed view illustrates the different current flow at the
seven-membered ring. (c) The integrated current strength susceptibility for selected
bonds. Reproduced from ref. 43 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.





























































4.5 Metal containing porphyrins
Only a few current density studies of metal containing porphyrins have
been published. One reason is that the integration analysis of the current
density becomes more demanding, since currents passing across the
metal center require denser integration planes and it is difficult to avoid
current contributions from neighboring moieties that affect obtained
current strengths. The electronic structure of transition metal containing
compounds has often a multiconfiguration character implying that NMR
shielding calculations that provide the necessary input data for calcu-
lating the current density are demanding.
Effective core potentials (ECP) are employed for considering relativistic
effects due to heavy elements in the molecule.193,194 The ECP replaces the
core electrons and affects the current density. However, mainly atomic
currents around the heavy element are reduced by the use of ECPs,
whereas the current density of the valence electrons is assumed to be
more or less the same as in the corresponding all-electron calculation.195
Current density calculations have also been performed at fully relativistic
levels.196–198 However, four-component calculations are computationally
expensive limiting applications to rather small systems.
Current density calculations have been performed on porphyrinoid
complexes with Zn21 and Ni21, which are d10 and d8 species that behave
differently. Zn21 with the closed d shell is rather inert, behaving in the
same way as Mg21, whereas Ni21 was found to play a more active role in
the current density of Ni(II)–norcorrole.
The antiaromatic Zn(II)–octaethylporphyrin (Zn–OEP) cation was
obtained by oxidizing neutral Zn–OEP with AgSbF6 and I2.
199 Current
density calculations yielded a ring current strength of 51.7 nA/T,
whereas a comparison of the calculated and measured 1H NMR chemical
shifts for the hydrogens at the meso carbons suggests a ring current
strength of about 22 nA/T under the experimental conditions, when
assuming a linear relation between the 1H NMR chemical shifts and the
ring current strength.55 The difference between the two values is most
likely due to the use of the B3LYP functional that has problems to properly
describe current densities for strongly antiaromatic porphyrinoids.174
Current density calculations show that for the neutral Zn(II)–
octaethylporphyrin complex, the current pathway bifurcates into outer
and inner routed at the pyrrolic rings as for other porphyrins, whereas
for the Zn(II)–OEP dication and corresponding the neutral metal-free
octaethylporphyrinoid, the ring current is sustained in the 16 p inner
cross. Thus, no current passes the b carbons of the pyrrolic rings as
illustrated in Fig. 9.
4.6 Ni(II)–norcorroles
The synthesis of Ni(II)–norcorrole has recently received attention since it
is air and water stable and suitable as a cathode-active material for bat-
tery applications.37 It is also considered to be the smallest antiaromatic
porphyrinoid.103 It has an order of magnitude higher electric conductivity
than the corresponding aromatic Ni(II)–porphyrin complex, making the





























































molecule attractive for future electronic devices.38 It is also possible
to introduce substituents such as a cyano group to antiaromatic
Ni(II)–norcorroles via regioselective nucleophilic functionalization.200
Nozawa et al. reported recently the synthesis of an antiaromatic
hydrogenated Ni(II)–tetrahydrocyanonorcorrole compound,201 which is
very interesting since antiaromatic hydrogenated porphyrinoids have
not been previously synthesized. Hydrogenated porphyrins are common
in natural and synthetic compounds such as chlorins and bacterio-
chlorins, whereas this does not hold for antiaromatic porphyrinoids.
Nozawa et al.201 combined experimental and theoretical methods such as
ACID and NICS calculations for investigating the antiaromatic character
of Ni(II)–cyanonorcorrole and its hydrogenated congener. ACID visual-
izations indicated a higher paratropic ring current for the hydrogenated
compound as compared to the Ni(II)–cyanonorcorrole complex. The study
suggested that for both molecules the main current density flow along
the inner pathway. Thus, both molecules were assigned the same 16 p
electron aromatic pathway. However, 1H NMR measurements indicated
that the pyrrolic protons of Ni(II)–tetrahydrocyanonorcorrole are shifted
upfield relatively to those of nonaromatic porphyrinoids indicating a
weakening of the antiaromatic character. The obtained experimental
results contradict to some extent the picture deduced from ACID visu-
alizations. The authors concluded that Ni(II)–cyanonorcorrole has a
strong paratropic ring current, whereas for the hydrogenated molecule
the paratropic ring current is weaker, even though the 16 p electron
pathway remains after hydrogenation. Structural discrepancies between
the two molecules were ruled out as a possible reason for their different
behavior, because the HOMA indices were almost identical for the two
molecules.
Cyclovoltametric measurements suggested that the hydrogenated
molecule has a larger HOMO–LUMO gap, which might explain the
weakening of the paratropic currents. It was concluded that in
Fig. 9 Current strengths of (a) the neutral Zn(II)–octaethylporphyrin (Zn–OEP) complex
and (b) the corresponding neutral metal-free octaethylporphyrinoid. The current pathway
is indicated in green.





























































Ni(II)–cyanonorcorrole diatropic currents circle in the pyrrolic rings that
might enhance the paratropicity of the molecule. The authors considered
it very challenging to provide an explanation for the difference in aro-
matic character of the two molecules leaving some important questions
unanswered. The combination of ACID and NICS calculations was not
enough to shed light on the problem described above. A current density
study revealed that the two molecules have different current pathways.202
Ni(II)–cyanonorcorrole is strongly antiaromatic sustaining a paratropic
ring current of 45.0 nA/T, whereas the hydrogenated molecule sustains
a weaker paratropic ring current of 14.2 nA/T, which agrees with the
interpretation by Nozawa et al.201 Fig. 10a and c show the current flow
and the integrated current strengths passing selected bonds of the two
molecules, respectively. The current pattern is complicated showing that
currents in the range of 2–4 nA/T pass the Ni(II) center. The current flow
splits the pyrrolic rings with a stronger current of about32 nA/T passing
along the inner route. The current strength via the Cb¼Cb bond is about
13 nA/T. However, there is no strong local diatropic currents in the
pyrrolic rings as suggested by Nozawa et al.201 This example demon-
strates the power of the integration analysis of current densities.
For Ni(II)–tetrahyrocyanonorcorrole the current also splits at the
unsaturated pyrrolic rings. However, most of the current or about 11
nA/T passes the inner nitrogen, whereas only 1.8 nA/T takes the outer
route. The hydrogenated pyrrolic rings sustain a weak local diatropic
current of 2.3 nA/T, which might explain the observed 1H NMR chemical
shifts of the pyrrolic protons, whose chemical shifts are less upfield
shifted than for nonaromatic porphyrinoids. The current flow and the
integrated current strengths are shown in Fig. 10b and d.
4.7 Zn porphyrin arrays
Magnetically induced current density susceptibilities have been studied
for several cyclic ethyne and butadiyne-bridged Zn(II)–porphyrin and
isoporphyrin arrays.203 Some of the studied porphyrin arrays are shown
in Fig. 11, where the calculated current pathways are shown in pink and
the integrated current strength susceptibility for selected bonds are
given. Fig. 11a shows a metal-free isoporphyrin where the inner hydro-
gens have been moved to the meso carbons and saturating two of them.
Isoporphyrin has a net current strength of 11.0 nA/T and is aromatic but
weaker than free-base porphyrin that sustains a ring current of 27.0 nA/T.
At the pyrrolic rings, the ring current is divided into an inner pathway of
8.5 nA/T and a weaker outer one of 3.0 nA/T.
The ethyne-bridged Zn(II)–porphyrin dimer is shown in Fig. 11b. The
two Zn(II)–porphyrins are aromatic sustaining a ring current of 24.0 nA/T,
whereas a weak paratropic current of 4.0 nA/T passes the ethyne bridge.
The calculated ring current strength of Zn(II)–porphyrin is 26.6 nA/T.203
Replacing the ethyne linker with a thiophene moiety does not change the
picture. A paratropic current of 3.8 nA/T passes across the thiophene,
which sustains a local diatropic ring current of 4.3 nA/T. The integrated
current strengths passing selected bonds are shown in Fig. 11c.





























































Saturating the inner meso carbons leads to a significant change of the
current flow as shown in Fig. 11d. A strong diatropic current of 21 nA/T
passes across the ethyne bridge. The Zn(II)–porphyrinoid dimer is
Fig. 10 The calculated current density in a plane 1 bohr above the molecule is shown
using LIC streamlines for (a) Ni(II)–cyanonorcorrole and (b) Ni(II)–tetrahydrocyanonorcor-
role. Stronger streamlines are visualized in pink and blue showing the preferred inner
current pathway for both molecules. Integrated current strength susceptibilities
for selected bonds are given for (c) Ni(II)–CN–norcorrole and (d) the hydrogenated
Ni(II)–CN–norcorrole. The black and red arrows in (c) and (d) indicate direction of the
current flow. Diatropic currents are assumed to circle clockwise.





























































globally aromatic with local diatropic ring currents in the pyrrolic rings
with the ethyne substitution, whereas the current splits into an inner and
outer pathway at outer pyrrolic rings. Only a weak current of 2.4 nA/T
passes the saturated meso carbons. Calculations on porphyrin trimers
Fig. 11 Calculated current pathways and current strength susceptibilities (in nA/T) for (a)
isoporphyrin with both inner hydrogens moved to the meso carbons, (b) ethyne-bridged
Zn porphyrin dimer with saturated meso-carbon atoms in the inner ring, (c) thiophene-
bridged porphyrin dimer and (d) neutral ethyne-bridged Zn porphyrin. Reproduced from
ref. 203 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. Diatropic currents are
assumed to circle clockwise.





























































and tetramers show that larger porphyrin arrays are locally aromatic,
whereas almost no current passes the linkers between them.203
The aromatic character of the Zn(II)–porphyrin dimers can be under-
stood by counting the number of p electrons. Each Zn(II)–porphyrin
contributes with 26 p electrons and the two ethynes contribute with 4 p
electrons yielding 56 p electrons, which corresponds to antiaromaticity.
Thus, the individual porphyrins remain aromatic and a weak paratropic
current passes between them. Replacing the ethyns with thiophenes does
not alter the aromatic character because the thiophene bridged dimer
has 64 p electrons. A globally aromatic dimer of Zn(II)–porphyrins with
54 p electrons is obtained when saturating two meso carbons.
4.8 Expanded and twisted porphyrins
The porphyrinoids discussed and presented so far were all planar or
almost planar molecules implying that the well known Hückel p electron
count rule can be applied. Thus, molecules with (4nþ 2) p electrons are
aromatic and those with 4n p electrons are antiaromatic. However, for
molecules with a twisted structure with not all p orbitals oriented in the
same direction, the aromaticity rules are different and more advanced
methods to assess molecular aromaticity are needed. Molecules with
Möbius-twisted topology have been synthesized. Singly Möbius twisted
molecules have the p orbitals twisted by 1801 along the conjugation
pathway around the molecular macroring.204,205 Assessing the aromatic
character of twisted molecules is a challenge as shown by Taubert et al.206
Heilbronner suggested that an inverted Hückel rule holds for singly
twisted [4n]annulenes.207 Thus, singly twisted Möbius type molecules
with 4n p electrons are expected to be aromatic.
Molecules with more than one 1801 twist, such as for example doubly
twisted hexaphyrins,208 do also belong to the class of molecules with
Möbius topology. Synthesis of Möbius type porphyrinoids seems to be
easier due to the conjugated pyrrole units than the synthesis of Möbius
stabilized annulenes.209–213 Möbius twisted expanded porphyrins have
been synthesized and characterized.214–226 The molecular aromaticity
and magnetically induced current densities of the expanded and twisted
porphyrins have also been studied computationally.116,227–230
In 2008, a more general p electron count rule was proposed for various
types of twisted molecules. The generalized aromaticity rule is based on
mathematical topology theory.231 A Möbius twisted molecule is charac-
terized by the linking number Lk, which is an integer that can be written
as a sum of the twist (Tw) and the writhe (Wr), which are real num-
bers.232–235 The Tw value is proportional to the overlap of the p orbitals
around the ring. Tw is given by the sum of the local relative twists of the p
orbitals with respect to the p orbitals of the adjacent atoms. The Wr value
is a holistic property of the twisted ring that represents the curvature of
the ring. For example, the twist of a ring can be released by allowing the
ring to form multiple loops that increases the strain in the ring. Tw is
transformed to Wr, whereas Lk is constant. The topological properties of
Möbius twisted molecules have been described in detail by Rappaport





























































and Rzepa.231 The aromatic character of twisted molecules is related to Lk
as summarized in Table 3. Thus, molecules with an even Lk value are
aromatic when they fulfill the (4nþ 2) p-electron condition, while mol-
ecules with an odd Lk value are predicted to be aromatic when fulfilling
the 4n p-electron count rule.236 The linking number is considered to be
the key quantity of the generalized p electron count rule.
The current density and current pathways have been studied for doubly
Möbius-twisted meso-trifluoromethyl-substituted hexaphyrins, which were
synthesized by Shimizu et al.,208 which triggered a large number of experi-
mental studies of twisted expanded porphyrins.214,215,218,219,221,223,237–245
NICS calculations as well as atom in molecules (AIM) and electron local-
ization function (ELF) critical point approaches have been used in studies of
the aromatic properties of the doubly-twisted [26]hexaphyrin and
[28]hexaphyrin molecules. Topological studies showed that the syn-
thesized hexaphyrin molecules are formally doubly-twisted molecules
with a linking number Lk of 2.
227,228,230,231,246 Thus, when applying the
generalized Hückel aromaticity rule one expects that [26]hexaphyrin is
aromatic and [28]hexaphyrin is antiaromatic. Experimental measure-
ments of the 1H NMR chemical shifts for the NH hydrogens showed
indeed a downfield shift for [28]hexaphyrin as expected for the 1H NMR
chemical shifts of the hydrogens inside the paratropic current density
flow of an antiaromatic molecule. However, the measured 1H NMR signal
for [26]hexaphyrin was also shifted by 11.11 ppm in the same direction,
which was somewhat surprising, because the molecule should be
aromatic according to the generalized p electron count rule.208 Thus,
from the experiment it was not clear whether [26]hexaphyrin should be
considered aromatic or antiaromatic. Current densities and 1H NMR
chemical shifts were calculated in order to elucidate whether the syn-
thesized hexaphyrins sustain diatropic or paratropic ring currents, that
is, whether they are aromatic and antiaromatic molecules.116
Current density calculations on twisted molecular structures are much
more challenging than on planar ones, because it is not obvious how to
orient the external magnetic field relative to the molecular frame. The
ring-current strengths were therefore calculated for different magnetic
field directions. Fig. 12 shows how different directions of the external
field affect the ring-current strength susceptibility. The ring-current
strength susceptibilities calculated as a function of the angle of the
external magnetic field with respect to the molecule frame have a max-
imum or minimum depending on whether the studied molecule is aro-
matic or antiaromatic. The calculations showed that [26]hexaphyrin is
indeed aromatic according to the ring current criterion. The calculated
Table 3 The generalized p-electron count rules where the
aromatic character is given by the linking number Lk.
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1H NMR chemical shifts also agreed with the measured ones, suggesting
that N-H  F interactions are responsible for the observed anomalous
1H NMR chemical shift.
Calculations on [24]hexaphyrin, [26]hexaphyrin, [28]hexaphyrin, and
[30]hexaphyrin yielded alternation direction of the ring-current flow for
these molecules. The generalized Hückel rule for Lk¼ 2 is fulfilled;
molecules with 4nþ 2 p electrons are aromatic and 4n p electrons lead to
antiaromaticity. Thus, it is remarkable that the aromaticity rule derived
for planar molecules and generalized to twisted molecules also holds for
the strongly deformed hexaphyrins.116 The current density calculations
show that all p electrons participate in the current density flow around
the hexaphyrin ring. It might be as correct to assign 36p–42p electrons to
the aromatic ring of the [24]hexaphyrin-[30]hexaphyrin molecules,
respectively, as discussing their 24p–30p electron pathways. The current
density flow splits at many of the pyrrolic rings taking both the outer and
the inner route as for free-base porphyrin.
An even greater challenge was to synthesize singly Möbius twisted
molecules. Herges et al. managed to synthesize the first singly Möbius
twisted molecule, which was a [16]annulene.205,247,248 They synthesized
also the corresponding untwisted [16]annulene. However, current density
calculations and NICS calculations showed that the Möbius twisted and
the untwisted Hückel [16]annulenes were nonaromatic.206,249
The phosphorousoxide (PO) bridged [28]hexaphyrin and (PO)2 bridged
[30]hexaphyrin shown in Fig. 13 are the first aromatic and antiaromatic
singly Möbius twisted molecules that have been synthesized.224 Current
density calculations showed that the PO bridged [28]hexaphyrin is aro-
matic and the (PO)2 bridged [30]hexaphyrin is antiaromatic fulfilling the
generalized Hückel rule for singly Möbius twisted molecular rings.229 The
maximum current strength calculated for PO-[28]hexaphyrin is 14.9 nA/T,
whereas (PO)2-[30]hexaphyrin sustains a maximum paratropic ring
current of 10.3 nA/T. The ring current splits into an inner and outer
pathway at most of the pyrrolic rings.
Fig. 12 Calculated ring-current strength susceptibilities for doubly twisted hexaphyrins.
The current strength passing the bond indicated with the red arrow was calculated using
different orientations of the external magnetic field. Angles are given in degrees. The
dominating current pathway is indicated in pink. (a) The aromatic [26]hexaphyrin has a
maximum ring-current strength susceptibility of 9.6 nA/T. (b) The antiaromatic [28]hexa-
phyrin has a minimum ring-current strength susceptibility of 8.2 nA/T.116






























































Contracted porphyrins or subporphyrins are porphyrinoids with less
than four pyrrolic rings.250–253 For example, by starting from the corrole
structure and removing one pyrrole ring leads to a subporphyrin
consisting of three pyrrolic rings connected via methin bridges.
Subporphyrins are thought to have a 14 p-electron aromatic pathway as
compared to the 18 p-electron pathway for porphyrins.
Subporphyrins have the typically C3 symmetric bowl shaped structures
with a boron center as shown in Fig. 14. They exhibit interesting
nonlinear optical properties due to the octupolar structure.34,252 Tripyrin
has a similar structure but without the boron center. It has a richer
coordination chemistry as compared to subporphyrin. Tripyrin and
subporphyrins are useful building blocks in supramolecular archi-
tectures.34,35,252 Very few computational studies on contracted porphy-
rins have been published.50,254–256 Current density calculations have
been performed on [14]tribenzosubporphine(1.1.1)hydroxyboron(III) and
[14]subporphine(1.1.1)hydroxyboron(III) complexes using the CTOCD-DZ
approach.256 The calculations showed that the current density flow does
not follow the expected 14 p-electron pathway.256 It flows instead mainly
along the inner edge of the macroring suggesting that further current
density studies on contracted porphyrins might be of interest.
4.10 Optical and magnetic properties of antiaromatic porphyrinoids
Magnetizabilities and magnetically induced ring-current strength
susceptibilities have been studied for closed-shell porphyrinoids with
aromatic properties ranging from nonaromatic to antiaromatic. The
calculations showed that there is a linear relation between magnetiz-
abilities and ring-current strength susceptibilities as shown in Fig. 15.174
The linear relation is not surprising when realizing that the magne-
tizability can be obtained by integrating the current density susceptibility
tensor multiplied with the vector potential of the external magnetic field
as in eqn (8). The calculations showed that the porphyrinoids with the
largest paratropic ring-current strength susceptibility are closed-shell
Fig. 13 Calculated ring-current strength susceptibilities for singly twisted hexaphyrins.
The ring-current strength susceptibility was calculated using different orientations of the
external magnetic field. Angles are given in degrees. The dominating current pathway is
indicated in in violet. (left) The aromatic PO bridged [28]hexaphyrin has a maximum
current strength susceptibility of 14.9 nA/T. (right) The antiaromatic (PO)2 bridged
[30]hexaphyrin has a minimum current strength susceptibility of 10.3 nA/T.229





























































Fig. 14 A subporphyrin with boron at the center and phenyl substituents in the meso
positions. The structure has been reported in ref. 253.
Fig. 15 (a) The relation between the calculated magnetically induced ring-current
strength susceptibilities and magnetizabilities of antiaromatic porphyrinoids, where d
and p stand for diamagnetic and paramagnetic, respectively. (b) The magnetizabilities of
the porphyrinoids calculated at the MP2 level showing the transition from diamagnetism
to paramagnetism with increasing strength of the paratropic ring current. Reproduced
from ref. 174 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.





























































paramagnetic molecules with positive magnetizabilities. Paramagnetism
is usually associated with the non-zero electronic spin of open-shell
electronic configurations,257 whereas closed-shell paramagnetic mol-
ecules are rare.258 However, eqn (9) shows that large paratropic ring
currents might also lead to paramagnetism due to contributions from the
angular momentum operator.174,259–261
Computational studies of the lowest excited states of antiaromatic
porphyrinoids show that the excitation energy of the first excited state
decreases with increasing ring-current strength susceptibility, whereas
the excitation energy of higher-lying excited states are almost inde-
pendent of the ring-current strength susceptibility.262 They also show
that the paratropic contribution to the magnetically induced ring-current
strength susceptibility and the magnetic dipole-transition moment
between the ground and the lowest excited state are related as shown in
Fig. 15. The large magnetic transition moment of the S0-S1 excitation is
the main contribution to the magnetically induced ring-current strength
susceptibility of the antiaromatic porphyrinoids. The small excitation
energy of the magnetically allowed S0-S1 transition leads to the
very large paratropic ring-current susceptibilities and paramagnetism
(Fig. 16).
4.11 Circulenes
Circulenes are not porphyrinoids but consist of fully annelated phenyl-
enes which leads to circular planar or almost planar structures that have
very complicated current pathways, which are difficult to predict without
performing current density calculations. When the bridging units that
connect phenylenes at the outer edge are NH moieties as in tetra-
aza[8]circulene, the molecule consists of alternating annelated inverted
pyrrolic rings and phenyl rings forming a macro ring. Circulenes can also
be considered consisting of an inner macroring called the hub and an
outer macroring called the rim. The hub and the rim are connected via
the common bonds of the annelated rings, see Fig. 17a.
For [8]circulenes, the hub consist of an inner eight-membered cyclo-
octatetraene (COT) ring with 8 p electrons. For symmetry reasons, the
number of p electrons along the rim is 4n. Thus, neutral [8]circulenes
fulfill Hückel’s rule for antiaromaticity, when the same kind of bridging
unit connects the phenylene rings along the rim. The aromatic character
and current pathways of [8]circulenes with different bridging units have
been calculated.266–268
Replacing the connecting rim moiety X in Fig. 17a with formally
isoelectronic heteroatoms or molecular moieties such as C¼O, S, Se,
P¼H, As-H, or CH2 does not lead to a substantial change of the aroma-
ticity.266–268 Instead the system remains nonaromatic or weakly antiaro-
matic. Insertion of larger heteroatoms or molecular moieties containing
larger heteroatoms might lead to structural distortions of the [8]circulene.
In neutral [8]circulene, the hub sustains a paratropic current, whereas
the rim carries a diatropic current contribution of the same size but in
the opposite direction. The net ring current vanishes leading to a





























































Fig. 16 The lowest vertical transition energies as well as the electric and magnetic transition dipole moments of antiaromatic porphyrinoids calculated at the



















































































nonaromatic character. The aromatic character can be changed by add-
ing or removing two electrons, because the doubly charged [8]circulenes
fulfill Hückel’s rule for aromaticity.266–268 The aromatic character follows
the Hückel rule for disc-shaped molecules. However, the strength of the
current flow is difficult to estimate without performing explicit current
density calculations.
5 Outlook
Current density calculations can be a very useful complement to experi-
mental studies, since the obtained current densities provide information
about the electronic structure that is difficult to determine experi-
mentally. Molecular aromaticity is a frequently used concept in chem-
istry. However, it does not have any unique and well-defined definition.
One of the experimental means to determine the degree of aromaticity is
to scrutinize measured 1H NMR chemical shifts, which depend on the
pathways of the magnetically induced current density and ring-current
strengths. Aromatic properties and the degree of aromaticity of complex
molecular structures can be estimated by performing calculations of
magnetically induced current densities accompanied with a detailed
integration analysis of the current flow along selected chemical bonds.
Such analyses can be performed on general molecules with nonplanar
and even twisted molecular rings.
Knowledge about magnetically induced current densities is also useful
in other contexts, because magnetically induced current densities are as
fundamental as electron densities when studying molecular magnetic
properties and their relations to molecular optical properties. Recent
studies on antiaromatic porphyrinoids indicate that antiaromaticity is
closely related to strong magnetic transitions in electronic spectra.
A future direction of current density calculations is towards studies of
larger nanosized molecules with large current density susceptibilities.
Such studies requires computational methods that are aimed for
Fig. 17 (a) The inner hub and the outer rim of [8]circulenes are shown. (b) The current
pathways in tetra-aza[8]circulene.266–268





























































calculations on very large molecules. We are presently developing novel
computational approaches for tackling large molecules.269
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